Mechanisms for automatic emotion regulation (AER) are essential during childhood as they offset the impact of unwanted or negative emotional responses without drawing on limited attentional resources. Despite the importance of AER in improving the efficiency and flexibility of self-regulation, few research studies have investigated the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms. To fill this gap, we used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to investigate AER-related brain processes in 25 children (~10 years old) who performed a go/no-go task that included an incidental exposure to faces containing socio-emotional cues.
emotions accordingly (Gross, 2002; Cole et al., 2004) . For instance, whereas smiling faces will encourage answers and approach, a negative countenance will trigger behavioural regulation (e.g., inhibition) to avoid a potentially disturbing situation. This suggests that the impact of emotion on cognition depends on the arousal and valence of the stimulus (Pessoa, 2009 ).
Although the development of emotion regulation strategies has important affective, cognitive and social consequences in children, behavioural and neuroimaging studies investigating this process are few and their results are discrepant. For instance, at the behavioural level, whereas Cohen Kadosh et al. (2014) reported that children (11-12 years old) encounter more attentional control difficulties in the context of fearful compared to happy faces (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2014) , others have shown that emotional context alters response inhibition ability in children; however, this inhibition is equal to both happy and sad faces (Urben et al., 2012) .
Knowledge about the inhibitory brain mechanisms, in children, that trigger emotion regulation, particularly those that allow adaptive functioning in the presence of socio- Urbain et al. 3 emotional cues (face expressions), is also limited. Thus far, a few ERP studies in children have highlighted the functional role of the N2, an inhibitory-related frontal component occurring 200-400ms after stimulus onset, in the regulation of socio-emotional cues (Lewis et al., 2007; Todd et al., 2008; Hum et al., 2013a, b) . These studies used an emotional go/no-go task where participants responded to 'go' stimuli and withheld responses to 'no-go' stimuli in the context of happy, angry or fearful faces. Although the results are of interest, the protocols could be improved in several ways. Firstly, these studies compared go trials (containing a motor response) with no-go trials (containing no motor response), thus integrating a motor confound into the analysis (see discussion in Vidal et al., 2012) . Secondly, previous ERP studies have used explicit socio-emotional cues during the emotional go/no-go task which required participants to directly respond to emotion (i.e., Happy/Angry/Fearful; (Hare et al., 2008) ) or gender (Lewis et al., 2007; Hum et al., 2013a, b) of the stimulus. However, although emotion regulation is usually portrayed as a deliberate and explicit process (Gross, 2014) , a growing body of research has shown that emotion regulation often operates on more implicit or automatic levels (Gyurak et al., 2011; Koole and Rothermund, 2011; see Koole et al., 2015 , for a review). According to these models, automatic emotion regulation (AER) processes operate almost constantly in daily life and represent a powerful aid in keeping emotional context from interfering with one's ongoing activities. Hence, investigating the impact of an incidental exposure to emotional stimuli on controlled behaviour provides a more a realistic measure of socio-behavioural interactions, where emotional cues are often incidental (Goldstein et al., 2007; Todd et al., 2008; Todd et al., 2012) . The AER assists children in developing adaptive emotion regulation strategies by facilitating an implicit and rapid monitoring of whether an emotional response is appropriate or not (Hopp et al., 2011 and see Koole et al., 2015 for a recent review). For instance, by efficiently offsetting the impact of unwanted or negative emotional responses without drawing on limited attentional resources, the AER crucially contributes to resilience to stressful life events and to personal growth (Bonanno, 2004; Gross and Muñoz, 1995; Moore et al., 2008) . Moreover, implicit emotion regulation has been associated with improved well being or social adjustment and reduced depressive symptoms (Bonanno, 2004; Hopp et al., 2011) .
Despite the importance of the AER in improving self-regulation in children, a clear understanding of AER-related neurophysiological mechanisms is still missing. To our knowledge, only one functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study has characterized the brain regions involved in AER regulation (i.e., incidental exposure to happy or angry faces Urbain et al. 4 during a go/no-go task) in children (Todd et al., 2012) . Results showed that inhibition-related activity in the orbito-frontal cortex (OFC) was modulated by the emotional valence of the faces. In particular, whereas Happy faces triggered more activity in the left OFC, compared to Angry faces, in younger children (4.4-6.5 years), the emotion-related modulation of the OFC shifted to greater activation for Angry faces in older children (6.5-9.0 years; Todd et al., 2012) . Although Todd et al. (2012) 's fMRI study showed the specific contribution of the OFC in socio-emotional regulation processes in children, and possibly its crucial importance during development, the poor temporal resolution of fMRI precludes an understanding of the brain dynamics that regulate inhibition and emotion interaction.
The goal of the present study was to characterise precisely the spatio-temporal brain dynamics of AER in children. To do so, we used magnetoencephalography (MEG) which offers a unique opportunity to investigate both the spatial and temporal brain patterns that underlie inhibitory brain mechanisms. We determined how these brain processes were modulated by an incidental exposure to negative (angry faces) vs. positive (happy faces) emotions, thus, allowing adaptive functioning in children. As MEG provides excellent time resolution and better spatial localisation than ERPs, it represents a remarkable tool for studying such complex cognitive processes (e.g., see Hari et al., 2010 for a review). The MEG analyses compared the timing and localisation of inhibition-related brain activity which occurred with incidental exposure to positive vs. negative emotional faces. Moreover, to prevent the usual confound of movement-related activity (when go and no-go trials are contrasted), we compared no-go trials associated with stimuli in an inhibitory condition to no-go trials occurring within a vigilance condition (same no-go stimuli in a non-inhibitory context) to ensure the specificity of the inhibition task effect. We hypothesised that the emotional context, particularly the presence of angry faces, would affect inhibitory brain processes and this would be expressed by greater activation in brain areas classically linked to inhibition.
Material and Methods:

Participants
Participants were selected from a larger series of 40 children [age range: 7-13 yrs]. All children had normal vision and no history or existing diagnosis of psychiatric, neurological disorders or learning disability. One child was excluded due to high IQ (>140), three were excluded due to excessive movement in the MRI and MEG scanners and 11 were excluded Urbain et al. 5 due to poor performance on the task (high false alarm (FAs) rate of no-go trials, <10% difference between HITS and FAs).
Thus, the final sample of this study included 25 children (17 males: 8 females, mean ± SD: 10.23 ± 1.79yrs), 21 were right handed and 4 left-handed. All children provided informed assent and parents gave informed written consent. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board at the Hospital for Sick Children and is in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. All children were in the appropriate grade level in school and were recruited through fliers, advertisements and word of mouth. Prior to MEG testing, all participants received instructions and completed practice trials to ensure full understanding of the task.
Experimental MEG task and procedure
The children completed an emotional go/no-go task (see Figure 1a ) in the MEG scanner. During this task, children were instructed to respond as fast as possible to 'go' stimuli by pressing a button, and to withhold a response to 'no-go' stimuli. The go and nogo trials were identified by a coloured frame around either an Angry or a Happy face.
Participants were instructed to ignore the faces and only attend to the colour of the frame (e.g., go trials were identified by a blue frame and no-go stimuli by a purple frame). Children were thus incidentally exposed to two different emotional valences of faces which allowed us to investigate how emotional context (Happy vs. Angry) affects inhibition processing.
Inhibition performance and the associated brain activity were compared to a go/no-go vigilance (control) task. In the Inhibition (I) condition, the majority of stimuli were go trials (75%) so the prepotent tendency to respond was established, and thus it was difficult to inhibit to no-go trials (25%). In contrast, the Vigilance (V) condition included 75% no-go trials, with only 25% go trials, and can thus be seen as a classic vigilance task. The two MEG tasks were presented in randomized order across participants.
The go or no-go stimuli were randomized to be either a blue or purple frame, within which emotional distracter faces were presented. There were 52 emotional faces (26 females: 26 males) that were selected from the NimStim Set of Facial Expressions (Tottenham et al., 2009) . Only images that were correctly classified as Happy or Angry with ≥ 80% accuracy were used.
All stimuli appeared on a projection screen located 80 cm from the children's eyes; the visual angle of the stimuli subtended approximately 4° of visual field. Trials began with a stimulus duration of 700ms, which was adjusted between 300 and 700ms, followed by a Urbain et al. 6 fixation cross in the inter-stimulus interval (ISI), which varied between 650 and 1300ms, based on response accuracy. The paradigm was designed to maintain a steady error rate (≥95% accuracy for go trials, ≥80% accuracy for no-go trials). Therefore, the stimulus duration and ISI were adjusted in real time based on global go and no-go accuracies (calculated from the start of the run) as well as recent accuracy rates (calculated from the last 5 trials of each stimulus type). ISI duration always contained a random jitter of ±200ms from the adjusted value. For all the details of the titration of the timing in the task, please see Supplemental materials.
MEG data acquisition
MEG data were recorded continuously (600 Hz sampling rate, 0-150 Hz band pass, third-order spatial gradient noise cancellation) using a 151 channel CTF system (Coquitlam, BC, Canada). Before testing, three localization coils were placed at the nasion and the left and right pre-auricular points to ascertain head position, and allow continuous head motion correction. MEG data were co-registered with anatomical magnetic resonance images (MRI) for each participant to estimate activation at each location in the brain.
MRI data acquisition
Each child had a T1-weighted MRI (3D SAG MPRAGE: PAT, GRAPPA=2, TR/TE/FA=2300ms/2.96ms/90°, FOV = 28.8x19.2cm, 240x256 matrix, 192 slices, slice thickness=1.0 mm isotropic voxels) from a 3T MR scanner (MAGNETOM Tim Trio, Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil.
Behavioural analyses
At the behavioural level, accuracy scores (percentage of correct responses) [Acc] were calculated both for the go (Button press) and the no-go trials (no button press).
To ensure adequate quality of behavioural results for the no-go trials prior to source analysis, children's data were excluded if they did not perform above chance, meaning that the percentage of HITS (accuracy) was always higher (>10%) than the percentage of false alarms (FAs; the opposite of the intended action, e.g., a button press to no-go stimuli) across tasks (I and V) and the emotional context (Happy and Angry faces). Mean reaction times [RT] , and RT coefficient of variation [CV] (calculated for each subject as the standard deviation of the mean RT divided by mean RT) associated with the go trials were also Urbain et al. 7 recorded. Performance on the go and the no-go trials were submitted to repeated measures ANOVA (performed using Statistica version 7.0; Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) with Task type (Inhibition vs. Vigilance) and Emotional context (Happy vs. Angry) as the withinsubject factors.
MEG analyses
With MEG we investigated how the incidental exposure to Happy or Angry faces impacted inhibition-related brain processes involved in the processing of no-go trials in children. To ensure the specificity of the inhibition task effect, functional brain activity associated with the processing of no-go trials in the Vigilance (control) condition (75% nogo) was also included in the factorial analysis (see below) and directly compared to the functional brain activity associated with the processing of no-go trials in the Inhibition condition (25% no-go). Worth noting, the vigilance condition (no-go 75%) may still involve some subtle inhibitory processes that may be generated by the absence of a response required to the visual stimuli. Hence, the contrast (Inhibition > Vigilance) allows the identification of brain regions that are specifically associated with processes generated by the inhibition of the prepotent response, while also excluding common brain activity shared between the Inhibition and Vigilance conditions (e.g., visual processing, etc.), as well as the motor confound which would be seen in the more conventional go vs. no-go comparison. Preprocessing and brain functional analyses described below were performed using SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre of Neuroimaging, London) implemented in MATLAB 2014b (The MathWorks, 2014).
Preprocessing steps MEG data were band-pass filtered at 1-40 Hz and time-locked to each go/no-go trial onset using a photodiode. Baseline-corrected epochs associated with correct go/no-go trials were then extracted from -200ms pre-stimulus to 500ms post-stimulus. Data were then corrected for head motion, removing any epochs with motion greater than 5 mm. Ocular and muscle artefacts were detected and subtracted from the trials on a subject-by-subject basis using ICA (Independent Component Analysis) as implemented by FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) ). ICA decomposition was performed simultaneously across all conditions and all subjects as recommended in the literature (Kovacevic and McIntosh, 2007) . For each participant, 30 components were examined for artefacts and a minimum of two and a maximum of four components were removed per participant based on visual analysis of the Urbain et al. 8 component performed by an ICA expert. Epochs during which an MEG sensor signal exceeded the level of 2500fT/cm were also rejected.
Source reconstruction
Functional images of whole-head activity were generated for Happy and Angry no-go trials in both task conditions (Inhibition and Vigilance) by applying vector beamformer weights on 50ms sliding time windows, overlapping 25ms each over the task epoch of interest (0 -500ms).
Weights were derived using both a forward field (a model of the fields measured in response to a unit current with known location/orientation) and an estimated channel-level covariance matrix. Beamforming is a spatial filtering approach to MEG inverse source modeling that relies on a minimization of total brain power while constraining the gain in the voxel of interest, resulting in the suppression of background noise .
Head modeling was computed using a single shell head model (Nolte, 2003) fitted to the inner skull surface derived from each child's MRI. Resulting individual contrast images (for Happy and Angry conditions in the Inhibition and Vigilance tasks) were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 12mm full-width at half maximum, then entered in a factorial design (Penny and Holmes, 2003) .
Emotion-dependent changes in inhibition-related brain processes were then tested as changes in event-related magnetic fields (ERFs) between Happy and Angry contexts using a factorial design model including two within-subject factors: Tasks (Inhibition vs. Vigilance) and Emotion (Happy vs. Angry). The resulting set of voxel values constituted a map of tstatistics [SPM(T)], reported significant at p uncorr < 0.005. A family-wise error correction (p corr < 0.05) was also applied to the results. The family-wise error was controlled using a Bonferroni correction (Wens et al., 2015) which adjusted the p-value for the number of spatial degrees of freedom involved in beamformer reconstructions. This technique is somewhat analogous to the random field theory approach considered in SPM (Kilner et al., 2005; Litvak et al., 2011) , and adapted to MEG (Barnes et al., 2011) , wherein the number of independent voxels is estimated from the smoothness of the images. The smoothness of source activity is essentially controlled by the forward model and the number of spatial degrees of freedom can be estimated as the rank of the lead field matrix (Wens et al., 2015) . The correction corresponded effectively to a significance level of P < 0.002 (see table 1 in bold).
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Results
Behavioural Results:
Behavioural analysis performed on no-go trials showed a main effect of task 
MEG results
Analyses performed at the source space level on no-go trials showed a main interaction between our two factors of interest Task and Emotion (see table 1 These brain regions were more active in the inhibition condition in the Angry trials, whereas no activations were found to be stronger in the Happy condition regardless of task condition (see figure 3 for an example of these results in the right OFG).
Discussion
In this study, we used MEG to characterize the precise timing and localisation of brain activity involved in automatic emotional regulation (AER) processes in children. To eliminate the motor confound present in earlier studies which compared go with no-go trials, we compared brain activity associated with two no-go experimental conditions (Inhibition vs.
Vigilance) both containing incidental exposures to a positive vs. negative socio-emotional context (Happy vs. Angry faces).
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Behavioural results showed that children had more difficulty inhibiting their responses in the context of Angry than Happy faces, suggesting greater attentional regulation in the presence of aversive socio-emotional cues (Lamm and Lewis, 2010) , consistent with adolescent and adult studies (Albert et al., 2010; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2014) .
At the neurophysiological level, we hypothesised that the emotional context, particularly the presence of angry faces, would affect inhibitory brain processes and this would be expressed by greater activation in brain areas classically linked to inhibition.
Whole brain analyses revealed a significant interaction between task conditions (no-go
Inhibition vs. no-go Vigilance) and socio-emotional cues (Angry vs. Happy): specific brain regions were more active in the inhibition condition (Inhibition no-go trials) with the incidental exposure to Angry but not Happy faces.
The early sensitivity of the angular gyrus and occipital cortex to emotion regulation mechanisms (Inhibition: Angry > Happy) was unanticipated. While previous ERP studies reported a crucial role of the P100, located over posterior occipito-parietal sites, for inhibition processes or face processing (Batty and Taylor, 2006) , the sensitivity of this early component to emotion regulation was not systematically reported in other EEG studies (Hum et al., 2013a, b) . However, adult fMRI studies found stronger activity in the right angular gyrus when inhibition processes occurred with the incidental exposure to aversive compared to neutral pictures (Brown et al., 2012) but fMRI cannot provide information on the timing of activation. Both the P1 and the angular gyrus have been related to processes of visual attention and conflict monitoring during go/no-go tasks (Corbetta, 1998; Hillyard et al., 1998; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Singh-Curry and Husain, 2009; Seghier, 2013) . Thus, our results suggest that the early activity in the right angular gyrus may reflect neural recruitment to meet the higher visual attention demands required to mediate impulse control due to the emotional context.
The combination of high temporal and spatial resolution provided by our MEG study, also helped clarify the N2 generators, reported as a key component of inhibition and emotion regulation processes by several ERP studies (e.g., Lewis et al., 2007; Todd et al., 2008) . In particular, our results showed that the incidental exposure to Angry compared to Happy faces was associated with stronger, longer-lasting brain inhibition-related activations in the right Urbain et al. 11
OFG from 225 to 325ms. Worth noticing, activations reported in the orbito-frontal gyrus were the only ones surviving the correction for multiple comparisons threshold (p<.05 corrected), other activations discussed here were significant at p<.005 uncorrected (see Table 1 in bold).
The OFG is known to be modulated by interactions between response inhibition (go/nogo task) and stimulus valence, both in children (Todd et al., 2012) and adults (Shafritz et al., 2006; Goldstein et al., 2007) . Moreover, convergent research studies indicate that the orbitofrontal region evaluates and regulates how emotion influences control mechanisms which guide ongoing actions (Pessoa, 2009) and, thus plays an important role in flexible social behaviour [for reviews see, Schoenbaum et al., 2009; Nelson and Guyer, 2011] . For instance, it has been shown that the OFG is implicated in evaluating the degree of control required to modify or inhibit actions elicited by the facial expression (e.g., unpleasant or discouraging) in children (Blair et al., 1999; Todd et al., 2012) . Our results suggest that OFG-related changes in amplitude associated with inhibition processes occurring from 225 to 325ms after no-go (inhibitory) trials would help guide further behaviour in response to facial expressions (i.e., towards action vs. inaction). In addition, our results showed that automatic emotion regulation processes related to the OFG were right lateralized. This is consistent with adult studies showing that negative affect (see Davidson, 2004) or avoidance behaviour (Harmon-Jones, 2004 ) will trigger greater right-lateralized frontal responses. As well, earlier studies of facial affect in children which also showed right-lateralised OFG activity (Todd et al., 2008; Todd et al., 2012) .
Immediately after the recruitment of the right OFG, inhibitory-related brain processes to Angry faces activated the ventral part of the left anterior temporal pole (ATL) from 325 to 425ms, although this did not survive correction for multiple comparisons. However, this region of the ATL is known to be involved in the encoding and retrieval of individual faces, and also in the rapid binding of faces with other pieces of information including affective tone (Eifuku et al., 2010; Olson et al., 2013) . Prior studies have shown that the non-conscious perception of facial expressions can activate learned associations and/or modulate cognitive processes (Ohman, 2002; Tottenham et al., 2011) . Therefore, it may be that the recruitment of the right OFG, which analyzes the control required for decision making regarding an aversive stimulus, may trigger the retrieval of learned associations stored in the ventral left ATL. This hypothesis is supported by a recent meta-analysis suggesting that socially and emotionally Urbain et al. 12 tagged knowledge stored in the ATL would guide orbitofrontal-based decision processes (Olson et al., 2013 and see Olson et al., 2007 for a review of temporal pole functions).
In conclusion, this study is the first to characterize the precise spatiotemporal brain dynamics underlying automatic emotion regulation in children using MEG. Our results
showed that inhibition processes which occurred with the incidental exposure to aversive socio-emotional stimuli (Angry compared to Happy faces) which produced brain activity Urbain et al. 21 Table   Table 1 . Interaction effect between the emotion (angry vs. happy) and task condition (inhibition vs. valance) factors on whole brain processes associated with the processing of nogo stimuli (0 -500 ms post-stimulus onset). 
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